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Predictions of Antagonistic Muscular Activity Using Nonlinear Optimization WALTER HERZOG AND PAUL BINDING Faculty of Physical Education and Science, The University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4, Canada Received 2 August 1991; revised 2 March 1992



ABSTRACT Optimization theory is used more often than any other method to predict individual muscle forces in human movement. One of the limitations frequently associated with optimization algorithms based on efficiency criteria is that they are thought to not provide solutions containing antagonistic muscular forces; however, it is well known that such forces exist. Since analytical solutions of nonlinear optimization algorithms involving multi-degree-of-freedom models containing multijoint muscles are not available, antagonistic behavior in such models is not well understood. The purpose of this investigation was to study antagonistic behavior of muscles analytically, using a three-degree-of-freedom model containing six one-joint and four two-joint muscles. We found that there is a set of general solutions for a nonlinear optimal design based on a minimal cost stress function that requires antagonistic muscular force to reach the optimal solution. This result depends on a system description involving multijoint muscles and contradicts earlier claims made in the biomechanics, physiology, and motor learning literature that consider antagonistic muscular activities inefficient.



INTRODUCTION D e s p i t e s o m e criticism, optimization theory has persisted as the m a j o r technique to predict forces exerted by individual muscles [e.g., 2 - 6 , 8, 11, 13]. L i n e a r optimization a p p r o a c h e s were initially p r e f e r r e d over nonlinear a p p r o a c h e s for their m a t h e m a t i c a l simplicity and the availability of c o m p u t e r software. H o w e v e r , it was p o i n t e d out that linear algorithms had limitations in predicting simultaneous agonistic m u s c u l a r activities (except if constrained to do so) [12] and were not able to predict antagonistic activity (except ff constrained to do so) [10]. N o n l i n e a r algorithms, in contrast to linear formulations, do not restrict simultaneous activity of agonistic muscles; however, s t a t e m e n t s a b o u t their ability to predict antagonistic m u s c u l a r forces are contradictory MA THEMA TICAL BIOSCIENCES 111:217-229 (1992)
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[7, 10, 14]. Before addressing these contradictions, the terms agonistic and antagonisticare defined. Andrews and Hay [1] presented three mechanically consistent definitions of agonistic/antagonistic muscular action that have been accepted in the biomechanics community. If the system of interest is specified to be two-dimensional, and if resultant joint moments (M i) are assumed to be caused by muscular moments (~i) exclusively, then these three definitions of agonistic and antagonistic muscular action are the same and are uniquely described through Equations (1) and (2), respectively. Agonistic
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M3 where Fj are the muscular forces and P C S A j are the corresponding physiological cross-sectional areas o f the muscles, a d e n o t e s a p o w e r
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greater than 1; r l , r 2 ..... r14 correspond to the moment arms of the muscles about joints; [ F ] = [ F p F 2 . . . . . F10]; and M 1, M 2, and M 3 are the resultant moments at the proximal, middle, and distal joints, respectively (Figure 1). All PCSA and r values were initially taken as 1.0. This was done for reasons of simplicity and does not affect the generality of the results. For a > 1 and Fj >/0 and PCSAj > 0, the objective function [Eq. (3)] is strictly convex. Furthermore, all constraints [Eqs. (4) and (5)] are componentwise linear; therefore, the K a r u s h - K u h n - T u c k e r conditions are necessary and sufficient. Therefore, if Fj are chosen as the design variables to minimize ~b [Eq. (3)] subject to the constraints of Equations (4) and (5), then [/x] >/[0]



(6)



and Fj.gj = 0



for j = 1 , 2 ..... 10,



(7)



where [/~] = a [ g ] - [ A1, h 2, A3]A; gj = F ~- 1, and A is the 3 × 10 matrix in Equation (5). Conversely, if Equations (4)-(7) hold, then [ F ] = F 1 , F 2 . . . . . F10 is the unique global minimizer of the optimal design described by Equations (3)-(5). For future reference, constraint 5 is listed as follows: (8a)



F1-F2+F7-Fs=2,



(8b) (8c)



F 3 - F 4 + F 7 - F 8 + F 9 - Flo = 1, Fs - F6 + F 9 - F l o = l ,



and Equations (6) and (7) are expressed using the 10 scalar expressions a F t - 1 = hl > 0
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SOLUTION The resultant joint moments for the distal, middle, and proximal joints were 1, 1, and 2 (arbitrary) units in the clockwise direction, respectively. Therefore, according to Equations (1) and (2), muscles 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are agonists in this situation and muscles 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 are antagonists. In the following, it will be shown that an optimal solution for the problem specified through Equations (3)-(5) can be obtained only with muscle 4 (a one-joint antagonist in this particular situation) active. Assuming F 4 = 0 (i.e., no antagonistic activity for muscle 4), it follows from (9d) that )t2 >j 0.



(10a)



Suppose next that F 7 = 0, SO A 1 + &2 ~< 0 [Eq (9g)]. But Equations (4) and (8a) give F 1 >/2, and therefore A1 > 0 according to Equation (9a). Together with Equation 10a, this requires that A1 + A2 > 0, which contradicts the statement above. Accordingly, F 7 > 0, and Equation (9g) gives i~t + 1~2 = a F 4 ~ -



1 > 0,



(10b)



and from Equation (9h) it follows that Fs = 0.



(10c)



Assuming that F 9 = 0, it follows from Equation (9i) that A2 + A3 ~ 1, and so A3 > 0 according to Equation (9e). Together with Equation (10a) this implies that A2 -'l- ~t3 > 0, which contradicts the above assumption. Therefore, it follows that F 9 > 0, and so Equation (9i) requires that A2 + A3 = a F t -



1> 0



(10d)



and Equation (9j) implies that Fl0 = 0.



(10e)



Having assumed that F 4 = 0 (no antagonistic activity), Equations (4), (8b), (10c), and (10e) now require that F 7 + F 9 ~1 a .
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This result together with Equation (10b) requires that F 7 >/1. Considering Equation (10f), this forces F 7 = 1 and F 9 = 0, but this contradicts Equation (10d), which in turn establishes that F 4 must be larger than zero (i.e., antagonistic activity is necessary for reaching the global minimum solution of this problem). Up to now it has been shown that the agonistic muscles 7 and 9 and the antagonistic muscle 4 are active at the unique global minimum of this optimization problem. Using the same approach as above, it can be shown that the agonistic muscles 1 and 5 are also active, whereas the remaining five muscles (2, 3, 6, 8, and 10) are not. Having established this, the actual forces at the global minimum can be calculated using Equations (8a)-(8c): F 1+
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2,



(lla)



- F 4 --I--F 7 --}-F 9 = 1,



(llb)



F5 + F9 = 1,



(11c)



and Equations (9a), (9d), (9e), (9g), and (9i) for any value of o~ > 1. We have chosen ct = 3 for demonstration because this is the value that has received some experimental support [4]. 3F12 = A1
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Subtracting Equations (12b) and (12d) from (12a) yields F? - F d - F 2 = 0,



(13a)



and adding Equation (12b) and subtracting Equation (12c) from (12e) yields F d - F d + F92 = 0.
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From Equations ( l l a ) , (13a) and (llc), (13b), it follows that ( 2 - F7) 2 = F42 + F ]
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and



(1-Fg)2=F~+F~2



or



2Fo = 1 - Fff.



(14b)



S u b t r a c t i n g E q u a t i o n (14b) f r o m (14a) a n d using E q u a t i o n (11b) yields 6 F 7 = 5 + 2 / , 4.



(15a)



S u b s t i t n t i n g E q u a t i o n (15a) into (14a) gives the final result for the force in. a n t a g o n i s t i c m u s c l e 4 at the o p t i m a l solution: 3 F ? + 4 F . - 2 = 0.



(15b)



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION T h e final n u m e r i c a l results f r o m the previous calculations are summ a r i z e d in T a b l e 1, c o l u m n 2. As the p r o b l e m described here is strictly convex, this r e p r e s e n t s the u n i q u e global m i n i m u m that is associated with a cost f u n c t i o n v a l u e o f 2.33 (arbitrary units).



TABLE 1 Force Predictions for All Muscles Under Various Conditionsa Muscle



PCSA~ = L0 r, = 1.0



F4 = 0



PCSAI, 5 = 1.5874 r~ = 1.O



PCSAi = 1.0 r~._~= 1.5874



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



1.04 0 0 0.39 0.58 0 0.96 0 0.42 0



1.17 0 0 0 0.83 0 0.83 0 0.17 0



1.33 0 0 0 0.67 0 0.67 0 0.33 0



0.84 0 0 0 0.42 0 0.67 0 0.33 0



Cost



2.33



2.75



1.00



1.00



"All forcc values are given in arbitrary units. Colmnn 2: Standard case with all moment arms and physiological cross-sectional areas equal to 1.0 (arbitrary) units. Column 3: F4 was set to zero, to prevent antagonistic muscular activity. Column 4: The physiological cro~s-~ctional areas of muscles 1 and 5 were set to 4 I/~ ( - 1.5874). This is exactly the value that will predict forces neither in muscle 4 nor in muscle 3. Column 5: The moment arms of muscles 1 and 5 were set tn 4 I/3 ( ~ 1.5874). This is exactly the value that will predict f~rces neither in muscle 4 nor in muscle 3.
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If the antagonistic muscle 4 is forced to remain inactive (F 4 = 0), then the cost of the solution will be higher (column 3, Table 1), illustrating that antagonistic muscular activity is not only predicted but is also necessary to reach the optimal solution. One can view this result as an indication that antagonistic muscular activity may be efficient from a mechanical (and possibly a metabolic) point of view for certain movement conditions. The prediction of antagonistic muscular activity in muscle 4 depends on the magnitude of the model input parameters [PCSA, Eq. (3); r, Eq. (5)]; thus, it is of interest to study the conditions associated with the predictions of antagonistic force. For example, an increase in the moment arm a n d / o r the physiological cross-sectional area of muscle 4 relative to the remaining muscles enhances the antagonistic activity in muscle 4, whereas an increase in the moment arms a n d / o r physiological cross-sectional areas of the one-joint agonistic muscles relative to muscle 4 decreases the forces predicted for muscle 4. Columns 4 and 5 in Table 1 show the cases where the physiological cross-sectional areas and the moment arms of the one-joint agonists at the proximal and distal joints (muscles 1 and 5) have been increased to such an extent that neither muscle 4 (antagonist) nor muscle 3 (agonist) is active. Reducing the physiological cross-sectional areas or moment arms of these two muscles further results in the prediction of antagonistic force in muscle 4, while increasing these values further results in the prediction of agonistic force in muscle 3. With this particular model formulation, it is not possible to predict nonzero positive forces in muscles 3 and 4 simultaneously. Table 2 shows the values of the minimal stress cost function for different cases. The cost function values in the second column are associated with the unique overall solution; the values in the third column were determined by preventing antagonism artificially (i.e., F4 was forced to zero)i and the values in the fourth column were determined by first calculating the optimal solution for the middle joint in isolation and then satisfying the constraints at the two remaining joints. For each situation, the values for the middle joint represent the actual cost function values. The values for the proximal and distal joints represent the cost function values of the one-joint muscles crossing these joints, thus not counting the cost of the two-joint muscles twice. The overall optimal solution has a higher cost at the middle joint than the other two cases depicted in Table 2. However, this higher cost is more than compensated for with the small additional costs at the proximal and distal joints. This is due to the fact that antagonism at the middle joint requires that the two-joint muscles 7 and 9 have higher forces than they would have without the antagonistic activity of muscle
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predicted values for muscle 4 under the various constraints. The constraints imposed (column 1) and the predicted force values for muscle 4 (column 2) are identical, except for the last row, where no restrictions were imposed on the forces of muscle 4. Column 3 shows the cost associated with the various constraints on muscle 4. As the constraints become less severe, the cost decreases until it reaches the minimal value when the restrictions on F4 are removed. The behavior of the one-joint agonistic muscles (F 1 and F 5) is shown in columns 4 and 5, respectively. The more severe the restrictions on F4 are, the more force is assigned to the one-joint muscles. In contrast to the one-joint muscles, the forces in the two-joint muscles (F 7 and Fg--columns 6 and 7, respectively) increase as the restrictions on the upper limit force of muscle 4 decrease. Summarizing the results of Table 3, it can be shown that restricting antagonistic muscular activity (F 4) increases the cost and increases the forces in the one-joint muscles, whereas reducing the restrictions on F4 decreases the cost and increases the forces in the two-joint muscles. Therefore, it may be speculated that multijoint muscles are used most efficiently when antagonistic muscular activity is possible. FINAL COMMENTS This study of a three-degree-of-freedom musculoskeletal model containing multijoint muscles showed that there is a set of general solutions that requires antagonistic muscular force in order to reach the optimal solution of a nonlinear optimal design based on a minimal cost stress function. The results were obtained for a two-dimensional problem formulation that constitutes a sufficient condition for the existence of the same phenomenon in a three-dimensional problem formulation. The mechanical situation analyzed here was static. However, the results are also valid for dynamic models because the only mechanical input parameters required are the resultant joint moments. Whether these moments are obtained from a static or dynamic situation is irrelevant. In particular, static and dynamic problems yielding identical resultant joint moments will also give identical optimal cost function solutions with identical muscular forces. The predictions of antagonistic muscular activity are dependent on the system description and parameter values. In particular, antagonistic muscular force predictions depend on a system description involving multijoint muscles. Furthermore, the numerical results obtained here depend directly on input values for moment arms and physiological cross-sectional areas. However, the prediction of antagonistic muscular forces does not occur only for the specific parameters and joint configu-
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rations chosen here, but is a general result that is obtained for a large range of input values. It is possible to choose input values in such a way that another set of general solutions is obtained t h a t d o e s not include antagonistic muscular forces. Linear optimization approaches and nonlinear optimization approaches based on a minimal stress cost function and a one-degree-offreedom planar model cannot predict antagonistic muscular forces in a one-joint muscle using the cost function alone [7, 10]. However, any optimization approach can be formulated to predict antagonistic muscular forces by adding corresponding constraint functions. We feel, however, that the conceptual idea of using optimization theory to predict muscular force interactions is that a cost function can be found that represents physiologic or neuromuscular mechanisms underlying movement control. In imposing constraints that force a certain result artificially (e.g., the prediction of antagonistic forces), this conceptual idea is lost, and an optimization approach is, strictly speaking, not required. The fact that antagonistic activity is predicted by nonlinear optimal designs for multisegment systems does not mean that antagonistic activity is predicted accurately or in a physiologically meaningful way. It does, however, disprove earlier claims in the literature about the inability of nonlinear optimal designs to predict primary antagonism. It also emphasizes the fact that, in multisegment movements, antagonistic activity of muscles may enhance the mechanical efficiency of a system. This is an intriguing finding, and it contradicts many ideas that have been advanced in the biomechanics, physiology, and motor learning literature.
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